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ABSTRACT

Titis Paringane Gusti, 2016, Translating Thailand Tour Catalogue and Descriptions of Tourist Attractions in Surakarta from English into Indonesian at Pesona Dunia Tour Solo, English Diploma Program, Faculty of Cultural Sciences, Sebelas Maret University.

The objective of this internship report is to describe the internship activities that I did at Pesona Dunia Tour for about a month from 25th January to 25th February 2016 with other two students of English Diploma Program. Besides the description of the activities, this report also contains the elaboration of how I solved the problems that I faced during the internship.

The main activities that I did were translating a catalogue of Thailand tour packages and translating description of several tourist attractions in Surakarta. During translating those texts, I found several problems dealing with difficult words related to tourism industry, spelling, diction, and sentence structure. Further, my translations were used to improve the promotion media. Customers visiting Pesona Dunia Tour can read both versions of the catalogue. They can also see and read the description of tourist attractions as posters. Besides translating texts, I also did additional activities to help the institution in servicing its customers by making reservation, telephoning and messaging, and responding complaints.
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